
That’s all changing because of something
called decision science, a powerful secret that
until recently only blue-chip companies with
multi-million pound budgets could afford. But
that’s not the case any more.

Decision science expertise is now affordable
for small businesses. It gets rid of unreliable
guesswork when you have tough questions
to answer. Like “how should we spend our
marketing budget?” or “what’s the quickest
way to get our customers to pay and reduce
our debts?”

Surprisingly most people only use their
intuition to make important decisions like
these. Hunches about what customers might
want. And gut feelings about how they’ll behave.
Sometimes we guess right - if we’re lucky. But
we’re only human and we make mistakes. Bad
decisions cost time and money. They upset
customers too if we waste their time.

It’s hard to guess correctly
using just luck
Decision science is led by a dedicated team
of experts armed with powerful computer
software. They carefully examine how your
business connects with people and crunch
data to give you accurate predictions based
on your customers’ real-life behaviour. The
best predictor of future performance is past
performance, not guesswork.

Do you have lots of different customer
spreadsheets or databases? Well, an
experienced decision science team pulls

it all together for you. They use proven
mathematical models to quickly test
thousands of possible outcomes before
they finally suggest what you should do
next. They get more value from your data
and make life easier and less stressful for
you.

An expert decision science team strengthens
your business in lots of different ways. Only
spend money marketing to people who’re
interested in buying: you save money and
sell more. Avoid the hassle of credit card
fraud from mischievous buyers: you save
time. Remind people to pay in the right
way and they’ll pay much faster: you
improve your cash flow. A really good
decision science team finds new customers
you don’t even know you have!

It doesn’t stop there.
They then check what happens after you’ve
made a decision. So you learn what’s best
to do next time. Your decision science team
measure things like how successful your
different marketing campaigns were, or
how quickly customers paid their debts
depending on how and when you asked
them for payment. Now, every decision
moves you closer to perfection.

You always have the final say, but you’re
no longer flying blind. And better quality
decisions mean happy and loyal customers
because you only contact them in the most
effective and appropriate way.

“Decision science isn’t just for the
big boys any more because it costs
less than people think. And any
business that has relationships
and transactions with customers
can gain from it” says Andy Bolton,
former senior manager in retail and
banking and owner of new Leeds-based
company kokino-marvo a specialist team
of decision science experts. He added:
“We’ve brought so much success to blue-
chip companies with our decision science
service. Now we bring that expertise to small
businesses and make it easily available and
more affordable.”

Are you a small business or
marketing agency?
kokino-marvo’s team help you take
advantage of decision science. They’re a
nimble and friendly homegrown business
with a fresh outlook who want to shake up
the way people normally outsource their
services: “We’re not like other old-fashioned
consultancies who keep you at arm’s length.
We’re your creative partners... we give you
exciting new opportunities. If you need to
squeeze more out of your marketing budget
and improve your cash flow you must talk
to us.”

Come and speak to kokino-marvo at the
Yorkshire Mafia Conference on 15th
March 2011 at The Royal Armouries in
Leeds. They’re at stand number 72.
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